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One day, Mario was rescuing Princess Toadstool from King Koopa. Suddenly, Bowser's Keep was
shaken by a giant sword. With the Star Road shattered and the wishes of the Mushroom Kingdom
unfulfilled, Mario and his friends must race against time, battling the metallic warriors of the Smithy
Gang. On a peaceful day, Princess Toadstool is picking flowers near Mario's house when she is
kidnapped by Bowser. Mario goes to rescue her and defeats the Koopa King as usual - but this time,
a darker force than any Mario has ever seen descends - the giant sword Exor, which comes crashing
from the sky and smashes into Bowser's Keep. The three are scattered across the land. Mario later
discovers that the villainous sword is the harbinger of the "Smithy Gang", a group of weapon-like
monstrosities that plan world domination. To achieve this end, Exor destroyed the Star Road-seven
special stars that transform normal wishes into realities. Mario will need the power of the Stars to
help him save the day and restore wishing power to Mushroom Land, along with the help of new
friends and old enemies... Hands down the best game I have ever played for SNES. I am not a big
video gamer, in fact I basically suck at most, but this one I love. It's so cute and charming, and
funny! Full of cute little gags. But don't get me wrong this is no child's game. There are puzzles even
to challenge adults alike. The only reason I would recommend keeping a SNES around is for this
game. The graphics may not come close recent game systems, but I have never played a game that
has come close to this game's charm and playability. It was this game that lured me into getting turnbased RPGs (Final Fantasy, Xenosaga, Lunar, Hack). Created by the same people who made Final
Fantasy a reality, and released by Nintendo, this was the last great SNES game ever. I rented this
game from a local Blockbuster and enjoyed the game play, the graphics, the music, but not the
difficulty. As you level up in the game, the enemies become harder to kill, thus I never finished the
game. Compared to other RPGs, this is no easy piece of cake. Yet it provided hours of fun for the
casual gamer who preferred Zelda. A classic of the 90's, and a must-have for fans of Mario, Final
Fantasy, and turn-based RPGS in general that anyone can play. 7cb1d79195
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